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INTRODUCTORY-HU:JAMS

Traditional attitudes embedded inlegal'andscounseling institutions

often render those institutions unresponsive,. to the needs of families of

divorce. 'People in any crisis, are generalir4eceptiVe to unfamiliar and

creative resolutions of their dilemmas However, the institutions which

pace, on 'families in,divorce do not takeOvantage 'They .

tend to resort to standard and well-horn paths and rarely offer original
.

solutions which mighthettermeet the particular needs of each fathily.
_

In general, families in-the divorce process are deeply pained and.at

high risk. that. they need is a great de'al of support and far-sighted,

individualized advice from the ,.institution

often get from.those institutions is eithe support or short-

sighted, stereotyped advice and management.

For example, with respect to the period of separation' and early divorce,

all members of a family tend to feel vulnerable and ggilty. Whalthma
is protection from an atmosphere of uncontrolled hostility and thoughtless,

destructive action. What they often get frOm mental health professionals (and

from wellmeanin friends) is encouragement to expresd openly their pent-up

rage. They may be told that it is good for them tg' ."get the anger off their

chedts-" and to "tell the other how they really feel" even when such outbursts

fury have little effect on Amrentd and children other than to Aggravate'

'hostilities, terror, and guilt. Ventilation ofrage, may prey de short range



ong-range hurt feeling and 'distrust

tothe process of negotiating a divorce, parents-often dig-
,

to'communiaate-with each other in a co-operative and con-'

In addition, negotiation are-haMpered by a tendency for

to envision the. future as nothing but a simple-extension of the
A-;

miserable e- eriences they have been having in and around the time of splitting

up. From their squabble

provisions covering the

there emerges-An agreement which may contain numerous

mite issues of the moment and relatively few state

-ments which indicate how -they will-handle th major- unforeseeable

which will confront -hem-in the future. -The-quarrelsome negotiation process

leaves them with the. precedent of a-disputatiouS process for settling diffe

enees and a piece of /paper of limited value'-for the long range.\ Whatthe

divorcing couple needs is to appreciate that the hurts of today will tend to

fade and bt replaced b_y. tomorrow's- ordinaryproblems of childrearing. They

need to take the long view and see that it is more import -ant for them to

strive foir a cooperative process between there now and in the future than it
J

is "for them to fight tooth -and -nail to achiaVe an agreement which does little

More than get them through-the divorce.. What they -get are attorneys who are'

skilled in Using an.adversarialftpOrciach to divorce settlements. The grueling

negotiation experience- has a more lasting impact on the future of the divorce

than the precfse wording of the final decree. '1.11 years later, few divorced

couples will remember the visitation'details in the decree but practically: all

of theMWIII-tecall.hoW much fear and distrust they learned in the process of

arriving at the decree whether its terms were negotiated out of court or im-

posed by the court. The situation is many times worse when there is custody

litigation. Here the-' impact of the adversarial process usually does far

greater damage than the ultimate order of the court. does good,

With respect to marriage counseling,.the couple: is in far greater need -
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when they have made a decision to divorce thatilhenthey are working toward-

improving their marriage, What, they need from their counselor (or therapist)

is support and guidande to aurvive as-,i6dividuals-and to preserve and improve

whatever capacity they-have to form an effdctive co-parenting relationship

after the marriage is over. What they_ often get is abandonment by.their-

ma ital counselor.. When a couple decides to divorce, the counselor often

drops.-the case:and may turn over each client to separate counselo s-who

aid and comfort to each spouse: but-who often do not foeus: their e

helping the couple to'establish a.good co-parenting teas

It is not only the legal and counseling protestions- which have attitudes

fo is on

and practices which often do not meet the needs ofjiarents And children of

divorce. Educational institutions and the work -place also haVe institution

alized attitudes which do not make any easier the problem of parenting 'after

divorce. Schools sometimes-treat non-custodial parents as,though they are not

,parents at all. Empidyers resist flexible time arrangements which allow

divorced couples to meet-theic children's needs for care by both parents'.

,

As we to further talks and disensaions'in this conference we will

aware continuously of how archaic- `attitudes which -are embedded in social

institutions hamper the needs of divorced parents and their children.

Some of these attitudes are:.

1. Good parenting can only be done by .a mother and father
who are tarried;

2. when parents get divorced, one or both is someho defee-'
tive or blameworthy;
even if they seem to have competence and integrity,.
the divorce proves that they cannot co-operate with
each other an any matter, particularly about'their
children's needs;
the children are precious property and should be
awarded to the better parent for custody;

b. the mother is the better parent (especially of
young children) because women innately know better
how to nurture;
compared with women, men are less.able and less
interested-in nurturing but they have more valuable
skills than women, to wit, competencein the work place;



king money is' the male' s best' contribution
to his' child; "
if he pays,child support he earns the right
to visit his beneficiary; and
men who wish to nurture and women who prefer
to .work outside the home are somehow weird,
and/or are not committed 'either to Eareer- or
children.--

_e- _attitudes are institutionalized. lhdvid.ais representing social
- -

ions will en consciously disavow these attitudes but nonetheless

their actions will be guided by them. We must.be alert to how such

atti udes, invisibly shape-the practices in our society Which make _

. (y

cult for divorced coupis to lead fuller 1 ves and to beibetter,parents.for

rhei children.



are counselors and therapists about

oeiologist, to an audience of people who

ways I think you can be helpful to single

parents. '1 think, in working with single parents, you'll encounter .two sets

. of issues. The first set-has to do with their coming' to terms with their past,

with a marriage that failed and a separation that was almost inescapably un-

pleesatIlL The second
s.

of issues has to do with their managing the present,

1the present that is in somdways. warding, in many ways very difficult.

One of the things we are learninvin-oresearch goup, primarily from

work with widows-and widowers, is how peoPle-goabout dealing with a difficult

past, and especially the problems:that can arise when there are issues of

ambivalence associated with that -p st. It seems to us that,thoee people'who

do best, n terms of being most able to go on to new lives with potential for

new gratificati.on, with direction with coherence, are those who have adequately.

come to terms with their old lives

life is .a phrase used by many
g

get over it. You get used to it."

The'key to coming to terms with an old

and widowers who have done it:

What that means' Is that re'co

"You don't

cry from trauma, of which marital separation

the person You. wereis one form, does nOttakethe fin of going back to being

before the trauma occurred. It

Rather, recovery from trauma takes

becausW of it and7who. acknowledges that difference. It means accepting all.the

5

not like recovery from the common cold.

the form of becoming a person-who is different



things that did happen,'incluaing what the spouse did Andy/hat yOu did, and
.

the things yowsnever sheuld have done and wbuld.like toimaginp you hadt't

done, all the crazinesses that are associated.with-marital'breakup, all th6:1

things about wh you would' like to say

means acknowledging those

eons

-"Well that wasn't really me."

and making them a part of your real past,4 It

acknowledging, as part of who you are now, that you haVe feelings of

ma_y kinds, hurts and longings, regrets, remorse, perhaps' some warmth towards

the other pa tnertoo, and that these feelings are ongoing, continuing, a

.part of your p esettfunctioting. "Getting:used to it" in short means

accepting that it happened andatcepting that you're now 'different in your,

feelings and yoUr futctioning because of it.

How can a professional help in this prOcess? p'irst,by recognizing that

individuals who are obsessing about the past and thinking about how could
, .

have been different and going 'over agaih atd-agait `how it actually happened

Are engaged in an attempt to integrate that past. 'Sometimes it's necessary%

order for that process to be successful, but sometimes people,can'get

stuck in the process, and find some Pieees of it that they just ean take=in.

Theretit can be helpful to be a cepting as a professional to offer as a pro--

fiessional acknowledgement ---, "Yes,H.that did happen" --to-give support,

.give respect, even when hearing themost outlandish events and behaviors, and

then to redirect people's attention to their current lives and their hopes-and'

plans.

It can also be extremely helpful, for people who are.trying to get usedito

for them to-be able to participate with others who are in the same boat,

because others

here's who you

ordinarily find

in the same boat help establish "Yea, you're different taw;

are and that all tight ' People who have been through trauma

for. a time that their former friends no longer have releVance,

be se their former friends don'trsharefthat experience with them, They need



a new community, temporarily

have been' through it.

much tor helping peopledeal with

o peopawhe do share h eXperience 9-

he pea. What ,©

are issues having_ta do with arranging the structure o

the needed income and dingle.parents much, h morepften

worry about Mon both not havi g.gnough,and not fie'

ho

the present.?
4

life, obtaining

ely on ta.help_them provide it. They worry, abouteht

949';

an married'

n anybody elsp

g-housing:that

hoot aboutwill work- for the children and-for themselves and be affaedable:

getting work not, too =far from home with.adequatePay, with flees .

i6le hours and.a boss who won't mind ifzlithey fake off if one of the kids

ill. They worry about having e job' that has access to a

can check on the kids and maintain some sort

come home-early rr school, even means putting

cgils. in to say, "Mom, Johnny's .looking et-me."

They worry about child care.
. They worry about

be-doing to the kids. Once these realities are

ororganizingtheho

fnkage

ehold of getti

h,

is

10-Eitso that they'

hem when the kids

i child who just

wha this going to

issue.there'e-th

g the kids to helP assigning reapons

w'bilities arbitrating the children's protests: "How come'I have to do so much?"

And pare of that is cherishing-the .inereased o esenesa and tolerating the in-4

creased level of negotiations with children whO feel, maybe justifiably; that

since they have new responsibilities, they have new rights too.

Then there are the relationships with the children, some of who-
1,

experiencing the special urcerta and tensions that come from having parents

living in dAfferent homes, parents whare covert or. open antagonists. - For .how'_

can you be entirely identified witheach of your parents if your parents are

hostile. to each other? And so the single parent learns to be tactful, to permit,

maybe even f er children's relationships with the other parent, to held back

from asking that question the parent wants to,ask, respecting the children's



privacy hiding the parent's own feeling of anger, bitterness, disdain. And

then there's the parent's relatibnship with the other parent,- no longer a

member of the same hodsehold, but still affecting it, an unsettling voice-on

the telephone, a Sunday Iisitor whose appearance excites the children and up-

sets the parent, ,a partner in the children's support, but a partner in no

other way, maybe make-pretend helpful, but in fact invasive, an irritant, a

pain, and yet inescapable.

With all this, the single parent, like all of us, needs to maintain links

to community, to friends, kin, neighbors, among whom the single parent has an

assured place, people who provide favors and information and company and fun.

But the singlet parent has more need than the rest of co- unity just be-

cause, unlike the married, there is no fellow adult in the household to talk

with, to do things with, to ask for help. Unlike the single who doesn't have

children, the aAngln parent very often needs, not only company, but also help,

favors. But/the working single parent bas so little time. And so keeping in

touch is left for phone calls in the evening or weekend visits, or it is just

let go.

The single parent, like other single people, is vulnerable to loneliness,

despite the presence of the children,' who are fine, but they are not adults.

Indeed, beginning to build the emotional ties with children that are adequate

to fend off loneliness can be bad for the children in that it makes it more

difficult for the children to move on to independence. So the single parent-
4

has to use some of the,time and energy that's left over for ffnding someone,

for establishing some sort of intimacy. And this means dating, and dating is

just one more thing to do, and yes, welcome interruption of routine,'

it's fun, it's excitement, but it's one more thing taking the parent away fro

the children, and somehow it's one more thing to be made all right with the

children. Above all the single parent is constantly vulnerable to overload,



eying too much to do, so hat something important .is always being let slide

the house a miss, nothing for dinner, the kids de nding attention, and no time

look after Oneself. As' if this were not enough, there's a constant call

from the children for attention and emotional energy, so that a new kind of

overload develops, an overload on one's emotional capacities, with one child,

after another sayi

nurturance.

-ok at me," "Give me some attention; give me some

And with this there's a third kind of overload. There's too much

responsibility, unendingresponsibility, responsibility for small things, like

what time should bedtime be; responsibility for bigger things, like 14'it okay

for this child to go to a boy/girl parey.; responsibility for everything; and

it'-s not even possible to share the responsibility with the kids and get away

with it, 'because doing that is a responsibility,stoo.

How can professionals work with all this? First, recognize the importance

of simply, understanding, of simply being able to say, "Yes, that's what it's'

like to be a single parent, and you're doing the best you can. That's what the

situation's like; it's what single parents do." Second, recognize the impor-

tance of respecting tAkksingle parent and the way the single pareht is operating.

Respect can be communicated in so many ways. It can be Communicated simply. by

your way of listening. It can be communicated by humor, bN being able to share

a kind of amusement at how much there is do and how little of it can be done.

Respect from a professional cons _but to self - esteem, and self - esteem means

A ,

more energy for majang things work, less need to be wormed about self. Support

and guidance can be helpful, because people suffering overload sometimes just

run out of gas. They want to throw'up their hands; they want to quit; they

want to say, "I can't, do it," and then It's terribly important for there to be

an ally. We talked with some single parents who had access to a social worker,

a solid, imperturbable man, whom they could call when things got too much. He

would t with them for five minutes, right then; he wouldn't call them back,



no ma who was in his, office, and he'd say,,"Take it easy, walk around the

block, send the.kids.out to play." He'd say, "Do something," and then if he

felt it was important he'd make an appointment with them later. But the point

i$ that it was terribly important foi them to hear that voice that said, "You'll

manage; and in a way., e're in it together. YOU can count on me. You don't
ti

have tc, hit ehe kidsi you don't have to scream, yOu don't have to walk out and

never coMing,back.' You'll get through this." That's support.

Groups are a little less important, I think, for the veteran parent than.

they 'are for the person who's dealing with problems of the past and. who's

trying to establish a new identity. But groups can offer some information, some

support, some sense of community.

Let me summarize briefly. Here are some s ggestions for working with

single parents. Offer understanding. Offer respect. Fops with them on the

positive, as a contribution to their maintaining tFeir morale. Provid pport,

and communicate that you're in it with them. Where appropYiate., offer, idance,

absolutely straightforward advice: "Here's the way to deal with this." rid

there's one other thing l haven't mentioned that can be important: know the

social resources, the other facilities in the -community that can be helpful, the

peer groups, the child care arrangements, the opportunities for income support,

and how your client can find them, because in dur attention to morale, we

shouldn't entirely neglect the importance of reality.

10



MOTHERS WITHOUT CUSTODY

Johnson

At work or'af a party I never talk about my kids. Nobody
brings up the subject if you don't bring it up first. It's
a silent wall. People don't know what to say. They assume
I'm an unfit mother since that's the way custody laws used
to read If people find out I chose to leave the boys at
home with their father they are astonished and very often

,

there is a judgement against me which I can read in their
eyes.

In the course of our work at the Divorce Center we had met several women-

who did not have custody of their children. Whether they came to the lectures,

to the supportigroups or as clients it was clear that they felt lonely and ipo-
,

laced.' Lest spring I fan a support group for several of Asa women. Although

talked with only a small sample, abOut twenty people, it was clear that.

their problems were unique an the very complexities of-their situations made

it hard for,them to reach out to other people and share their difficulties and

their strengths.

that group.

Most of the personal quqtes in this paper come from people in

Why is it hard for women to live away from their children? Is it harder

than it is for men? Mothers, particuldrly with small children at home, or pick

'children, have all known the urge to hand them over to someone else and get out

and away, ro,think of themselves for a change.. Bur usually they don because

they're responsible mothers. Even if they work, have a husband who helps a. lot;

or arrange for day care, they still know that making these arrangements and all
,

'the, hours in between are their responsibility,; they've known that's a woman's

job ever since they mare children. They believe it's .a worthwhile and rewarding

11



role, even if s tedious from time o time. They love those kids, their

identity is wrapped up in them children give their lives an irreplaceable

kind of meaning. -

That's how we look at motherhood. We're shocked, even horrified, to

hear of mothers who ha left their kids. We're shocked because those ties/

and the responsibilities. they entai4 are an integral part of our definition

of an" and we can't imagine how anyone could break them. This shock and

incredulity sometimes keep us from understanding other people's lives so that

just when mothers ha%have given up custody need our support the most they

find that even their close friends, relatives and- professionals can't or

won't help them; or sometimes even talk to them.

Men know they can have children and a career. From the time they're

little boys- they feel a responsibility to themselves to develop a productive

and Self-fulfilling professional life. Women don't know they can have both..

ks,ore ossible than, it used to, but it's by no means clear. Someone

has to raises those. kids.

We feeI excited when we.hear as we have this morning, that fathers can

be nurturant, can .be really good single parents to their kids. We have ideas
.01 ft

about what it means A good father in a nuclear family. Ted Kramer,

the filth Kramer v' Kramer, and the fathers Harry Keshet (Rosenthal & Keshet

L980) has described tellus that men who have chosen or been forced to make the

sacrifices and adjustments-J. nlr lives to give them the time and space to

take over as the principal parent, have expanded themselves personallyto be-

fuller human bpings. w

dreamed'eXisted for them,

a new. rich dimension to their lives they had not

But hew kJ- we feel about a woman who has allowed a man to assume, this rich

and rewarding,n ale? Do we know right away that she has made big sacrifices

too? Do we realize that elery dily,she has to tedefine whaf.it means to be ,a
, .

.12
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mother? Do we think how she must feel. when,, the TV, her _riends and family,

society at large and even her own inner wisdbm tell ber that a mothe s

and most important to be there for.her children Well, we-may know it's

hard if we really think about

selfish; that she has abandoned her kids. We do realize tbat.She might be

living right down the street from her family, or in the next town, still a very

but too often we assume, somehow, that she

caring. other.

I haven't abandoned her. --Itsee her-every week. I talk to tree
every night. That's what Happens in a divorced situation; the
family takes a new shape and dimension. I'm no longer a wifj,
but we're stiil,both parents. Sometimes I get jealous, .1 miss
the runny little times, but she seems happy.

How do some women have the codrage to make this tough and' lonely decision?

Harry Keshet hes studied pne' hundred and In.lenty,seven fathers (Rosen*hal &

Keshet, 1980), and estimates have been.tade that there are about a million men
r

77

in this country who have major responsibility for the care of their children.

Except for the widowers, in each case there is a woman out ,there who-ls living

without her kids. d net mea, of course, the children were "dumped" because of

4

a mother's ill health or lack of responsibility,' At sdme other times the choice

% was made fairly rationally by both parents, as Susan and her h'sband managed

when they were divorced and she moved from the Suburbs to center city:

I knew I had' to leave the marriage. I didn't know what lay
ahead fof me and recognizing that, we had to start to think
about what was best for our daughter. We came to the deci-
'sion to leave her in the environment with which she was
familiar/and in an emotional environment that had remained
a good- one. She has a good father, an excellent provider
bOth,etotionally and physiCally. It's hard enough to have
a Oiles life upset by divorce, 'but to have'her whole life
tutted upside down the way mine'was when F.moVed would not
have, been a good thing to do to m9 child.

0

Susan feln, she was. leaving the child with the parent better equipped to

care of her. But for many mothers that flsn't trues Sometimes a father won't

go. Perhaps it'- thesmother, alone, who feels that drowning feeling,

13
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for more personal space, and she has to get out. Because it is still ,so hard

for a woman to leave, sometimes she just can't work it out amicably and instead,

leaves precipitously, so that father and children feel abandoned.

Marianne; outwardly a good mother and active wife of a community leader,'

could not get her husband to hear'her cries for help. She finally left home

Very suddenly, leaving children and husband to cope as best they could.. Now,

two years later, as looks batk::

It took me a year to admit it, but pow I know t t I always
wanted my children with me; I still want them; I, miss them
every day. .Although I see them regularly,.:Every other week-
end, I worry about things \like their clothes, haircuts and
visits' to the dentist. We have a good,: open relaCionship
now., But they're almost adolescents; will they still be
willing to visit'and talk With me the way they do now when
they get more independent and busy with'their activities
and friends?

I know, too, that their father will never. give them -up,

His business ties not been too successful and they are a
real anchor and identity for him. For myself, I have found
a wond-rfuljob 'in which I'm growing everyday. .I've
started a4lastera Program, too. .1 know I've developed
in a way couldn't have in that marriage.

I'Ve e t ed by a slow and painful process to stand on
my own -t and to trust my own judgment. I know I can
rely,on . I used to have to sound out everything with
my i Viand, but-he wasn't able to support my gropings
toward4ndependence. I was much too vulnerable to his
criticism.

Forme, being a wife and a mother just wasn't enough.
wanted it all. If I could have the kids tomorrow that
would be fine. I not, 'now, that's fine also. That
doesn't mean I don't want them.{ I want it all!

Still other times jio ver, there is a situation like Pat's. We would

hardly call it a choice'

I had to leave for my own physical safety. My husband
Was an alcoholic and physically abusive to me.
Weighed over 200 pounds and had terrible headaches and
was at the end of my ability to cope'. I could see that
refereeing our fights was tearing our teenage' boys to
pieces.

I wanted them to come with me, but they chose to remain
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d

e.

rith their father in their own home and school commu-
nity. He was not abusive t' them. , Now be has to work
and.- has to feed them. But they are in the home of a
aingle parent whor,is analcoholic. Their future nay be
ahortchayged. One, who was an excellent student,
flunked'three subjects last yea t. I could feel gpod,
pprhaps, if he was .a Super dad, but he's not.

The hardest thingfor mewhas been estAbliAling A new
relationship with the boys, because they did feel,that
71.,had abandoned them, even though I had tkiedbard td
-get them to come with me. I still thinkmof them every,
day, think about:what 'they're doing, but in spite of my
`efforEs thtiN, happen which widen he gap. Now when- I
look' at the-old pictures it's beginning to feel likeT
'that's the family of mother woman. I know it's my:
family, my sons, my hdMe, but it's much more distant.

Since I left home I've lost nearly 0. hundred pounds, my
headachilp are gone and I feel like a human being for the
first time inyears. It hurts, the feeling of loss and
separation from my children; maybe I won't get over it.
Perhaps%J.1-just have to learn telive with it. I've
come a long way without them! PerFp s they'll-under-

;stand some day.

Wdmeo who have given up custody of their children have had Co cope with

a, ot Anger. The anger may be directed at life, or their husbands, or them-

selveg'f being fgorced into a position where they'had tomake that difficult

decision; That anger might perhaps have been translated, now, into hurt, or

guilt, ,sadnes but `no matter how it is expressed, o what the target, these

women fe'el a.1ut of pain. For some the only way to cope is to swallow all
1,4

that anger and hart and build life wholly in the world of work and new friends,

nemgr mentioning the children and perhaps never seeing them because it is too

-painful and,complicated. :hey come at all to a support group like ours they

might come oply'once, becau they weren't ready to stir up and relive all that

anger, or perhaps to ackno dge that it was there at all.

Othets pan"t live, without coping with that pain. Through personal therapy,

a support group like ours or an organization like Respond, for battered women,

opr 'perhaps allpr-- women titi start on the long haul of defining themselves

(4

1

as 0 person with integrity at_.- as a caring and responsible mother.



I wish I coUld say "with the help of supportive family and friends."

-Unfortunately many relatives and friends do not understand. Lawyers and the

legal system, teachers and the school systems, even therapists, often add to

the list 'of unsympathetic people. Sadly, as soon as many people find out that

a mother is not living with her kids, they abandon her without showing their

respect and care by finding out directly from her what is happening.

Row can friends and professionals fit in most helpfully,? First, of course,

is to be there with positive support remembering that-the decision to leave her

children is a very difficult one for a woman to make; it 4.s not an easy way out.

Overall, the -biggest question is how ca she see herself as a mothe-

There are no good role models. Insteadthe images of motherhood and family, the .

way things are supposed to be, have to be faced and understood as unrealistic;

definitions of mother and woman must be built in their places. Once visiting

schedules are worked out, worry about their children's daily lives between visits

and the visits themselves cam bring problem. When she works hard all week

trying to establish a new life in the weir_ And then puts so much hope and

energy into weekend time with the children, it's a real blow when discipline

problems take away so much of the pleasure. Supportive friends and professionals

do a lot by listening and helping women to acknowledge their difficulties, to

devise new patterns of parenting, and helping them to remember they need only

be normal, not supermoms.

One of the hardest problems is dealing with friends and relatives who feel

that leaving the children was the wrong thing. It is hard not*o to be defensive

and easily upset, especially at the beginning before a mother really knows how

things will work out. It can be a real boost to have someone to help figure

out ways to respond to an unsympathetic questioner, because the other, real

probleMs of coping are so overwhelming - the loss of the everyday presence of

her children and her home and the loneliness when before she had been needed by
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others.

Recent studies by Carol Gilligan (Gilligan, 1979) and Nancy Chodorow

(Chodorow, 1979) indicate that the very process of separation and individua-
-

tion is threatening to- female gender identity. Femininity is defined through

attachment. Women know themselves and are known through their relationships

to others. Women are still far'from equal to men in job' opportunities, pay,

and many,other areas. However, studies: like Gilligan's and Chodbrow indi-

cate that women's ability to feel good about pushing their. own self-development

is not just a matter of rights, laws and opportunities. It goes much deeper'

their socialization as girls from the moment they are born. For this reason

,it is extraordinarily difficult for women to be able to recognize theirbwn

self growth as a responsibility which has the same dignity for them as it does

for their fathers, husbands, brothers and sons.

In a paper given at Wheelock last spring, Carol Gilligan (Gilligan, 1980).

said that her research showed that men learn to speak in terms of justice, fair-

ness and rights, while women use the language of caring, connectedness, and

responsibilit "Men and women typically bring different conceptions of self

and morality to the world they jointly inhabit." If we fear that, when the

eighties herald the transit of men and women into each other's domain, it will he

at the price of relationship and the care of children, perhaps we need to look

"what the women are doing and hear what they are saying with sympathy rather

than scorn

Traditio ally, "morality for women consists in caring for others so that

the woman 1,1-10 acts on her own behalf is judged selfish and is socially at risk."

Looking carefully at Mrs. Kramer in the film, Kramer vs. Kramer, Gilligan

shows Mrs. Kramer's dile in not as "a choice of self vs. other, but rather a

problem of how to act responsibly when there is no way of caring that does not

cause hurt." The film's "power lies in depicting the eduCation of both Kramers
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-ard the ability to see the needs of the child and to espond those

needs with generosity and care." (Gilligan, 1980).

Nancy Chodorow believes that "Women's univeral mothe _g role has

effects both on the development of masculine and feminine p sonality and on

.,thv relative status of the sexes." _(Chodorow 1974). The fact that women are

children's primary caretakers the wild over has a lot to do pith how -view

ourselves and othen, particularly in fur different roles as men and women.

She suggests social arrangements that could contribute to social equality be-

tween men and.women.. "Boys need to grow up around men who take a major role,

in child care, and girls around women, who, in addition to their Childca e

responsibilities, have a valued role and recognized spheres of legit mate con-

trol. These arrangements could help to ensure that children of both sexes

developia4sufficiently individuated and strong sense of self," as well as a

healtfyy relatedness to others. (Chodorow, 1974 p. 66)

As far as I know there have been few, if any, stud1es of mothersliving

separately from their children and very little written which describes their

situatiOn,with sympathy and understanding. One exception was an article in

parade Magazine last February by Rita Rooney, "When Dad Is Given Custody."

She describes several situations where, although mothers might have legal cus-

tody, the children were living with their fathers, relations between the parents

were amicable and the arrangements were voluntary. There were others, too,

sometimes not so amicable, where fathers had custody.

The women in our support group were all looking for some space for them-

selves. They often did not know what that meant when they made the move out

from their families. In some cases they only knew thai the nurturant role was

not for them on a fulltime basis, or, perhaps, that-it was not enough. Because

their marriages had not worked out, they had to leave e to gain the space

they needed to be able to attend to their own inner voices. Once they got out;
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away from a relationship in which they Could not grow, they found that they

had to depend on themseivea had to,'dev
.

A sense-pf wholeness apart' from
, -

other people. They've gong buck

new responsibilities in the world

posible for them.

',For,a visiting per"ent, ,31pa_
7

Abs, grown into

to affirm o their children h tthe
A

needs to be a self sacrifici

at home 'but a new found-ability t_

ne'nf the hardest tasks is

ill there. This no longer

have been if she had stayed

reach as =hand help children't6 grow, which

can only come when a woman has been able to

When

continue

the woman

a marriage doesn't0work out, some father wants and needs to

his growing by caring for children feel just as good about

who lets him do this and has the courage to know. that her growing and-
t

care for her children can best be accomplished by getting out on her own? Men

and -_ en with that ability tip be different 'Serve us all. They have taken on

the unconventional and therefore difficult roles proposed by Chodorow. Their

children will grow up around men who take a major part in childcare, and- women

who have a strong senses f self and a legitimate sphere of control.

We can all help by supporting people who have the courage to choose an,

unconventional road./ Then we, too, can understand what a giant step has been

-taken wheh a woman who does not have custody of her children can say:

Now I find that when I talk to people they don't look at me
weirdly and assume I've done a terrible thing. The chil-
dren are doing well with their father and I see them regu-
larly. I know Ilm a better parent than I was when I lived
at home. There are still painful times,-of course, but I'm
proud of what I've been able to do. 'd have learned I can
depend on myself and I have- exciting plans for the future.
Because L feel good about myself, and not defensive any-
more, I guess that feeling gets across to the people I meet.

If a marriage breaks up there is no safe and easy path to
happiness. But I want to encourage more women to realize
that they can live on their own, that their children can
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be Well cared for by their father, and that when,they
need, as I'did, a chance to- find space for themselves
they will be more responsible mothers in the long run
when they .realize that caring Wt. others is meaning-
less if they cannot care for themselves, also.
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THE VISITING FATHER

Harry Keshgt

Today, I'm &ling to4talk about'the visiting father. When I first started

r
to talk with people about this conference, and included the visiting parent':

as a major part of the conference, many of my colleagues said, "Is there any -1

thing new about the visiting parent that(we don't already know?" I began
.3

think about their questions and concluded that the visiting parent is the

known parental situation. We often make assumptions about the Visiting parent,

and Mary Johnson's paper was very good at pointing out some of those assump-

tions. The visiting parent i parti-ularly for ten, is probably the most

extens=ive in terms of numbers of all post-divorce family roles. About 20% of

the families in the United States today are classified as single-parent families.

That suggests a very high number of visiting parents. If you consider the

people who are separated and not divorced yet, there are additional numbers of

visiting parents.

There are two major orientations towards the visiting role. The most prev-

alent orientation is the "disengagement" orientation. Here, the visiting parent

is expected to disengage from the family. Divorce means failurev.nd if you

failed at your marriage, it is assumed that you failed as a parent. A second

assumption is that one parental environment is bettor Clan two. It is thout:ht

that more than one parental environment may be difficult and emotionally danger-

ous for the child. This view also assumes continued relational conflict between

divorcing spouses. The assumption seems to be, "If you couldn't get -along in

a marriage, how would you possibly get along rearing. a child after divorce ?"



should disengage.

In contrast to thesh views recce elearch:findings indicate that children
i

do best socially and emotionallyaftet divorce when there is a cooperative

effort by, patents,in caring for their children. Bob Weiss Aras talking aboUt

the many, many things that single parents face particularly when .there isn't

the- involvement of the visiting parent. Emphasizing:the importance of coopera-

tion between parents, the "engagement"- orientation to the visiting parent views

divorce as the restructuring of the family. The family continues through the'

relationships between the parents andthe: child, and the parents' :elation-

ship concerning the If we agree with the engagement theory, we must

learn how to work with the restructured family.'end the new involvements among

the.visiting parent the child, and the ex-spouse. We need to learn how

work with them and h o suppo the transition to a new p: tdivorce- fatal y

for mplied by, the engagement orAdtatiOth

Want to say a few things about how the visiting role was experienced by

men who were engaged-in the lives of their children.. They reported many diffi

culties. Schools frequently make it very difficult fo men in the visiting role.

Often I think not covertly, information "Fre children's school performance was

very difficultto get, and schools-did not attem t to connect the visiting parent,

male or female, with what was going .on ithe school for or about their child.

The'achoel situation was notable for its lack of information for the visiting,

parent, and this was frequently interpreted as lack of welcome. For example,

one principal told, a.visiting fathetthat he not visit the school or talk

th his child's teacher. (This' happened = _ Last year.) Fathers reported that

many doctors, lawyers, and judges really dicn't seem to apOreeiate their diffi7-:

cultips as the .viaitingparent They didn't encourage thefathersto seek visi

tation rights or to continue to ,connect,with eir children after divorce. Lawyers,

T think, are probably the Most influential pr _essiorials in the divoreing.situa-

tion andthe Idea of,encouraging'visitationis foreign to many of them. Of 127'
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ew wereencoUrAged -by .their lawyers have visitation:-

t

that was clear and structured and worked utIn writing. Many pf them were dis-

couraged.- They. were asked, "What's wrong with you? Why do you want so much in-_

velvement? You're onlygoing to get into conflict with your wife. Don't.do
-
that."

I think we. at least haveto begin with lawyers to hel0the understand that there

really is another model.

Most visiting fathers have to deal with three main issues about their dale.

One of the issues is fear.of lops of the chi d or fear, that they will to e the.

relationship with the child aftei%divorce. The ex-spouse is seen as having the

power.over the children. Fathers experience this Power as having the support

of the legal profession. The second major issue for menis parental impact.'

"How.-Can I as a visiting patent have an iMpact,on.the social and emotional growth

of my child'when I see him, or her. very often? How can I influence my child's

development if I only see the child every other weekend?" The last issue involves '

role ambiguity. "What is.the role of the'visiting.parent? Whgt is it that I'm

eupposed to do? How. Ath I supposed to do it ?" These issues are interrelated

Fear of loss is related to the:ex-spous's perceived greater power in the

courts. The custodialparent has greater power and can erode the father-child

tie. The perception of -he ex-spouse is usually fuSed. When the father lookS-

upon his ex- spouse as being'd poor wife, he also sees her as a,poor parent.

This fuels the conflict. and increases the father's feelings of powerlessness.

The role of the professional is to break through' this fusion and to help.each

-parent see the other as-Aifferent in these two areas. One can be a poor spouse

and a decent parent. Ex-Spouses who successfully end positive]y co-parent'are

thoSe who can differentiate, between the spouse role and the parent role. When

differentiation takes place, then cooperation is.,possible. Bob Weiss 6-poke

about acceptance of the divorce situation, acteptanpe that the divorce has tak6n

place and that you have been at tault sometimes as well as your wife or hUsband.

Achieving this acceptAnde can also help to diffuse the conflict between the ex-
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Spouses

fathe

so that cooperative parenting-dan con

There are other cprillitt7reducing strategies.that help reduce

sense of powerlessnes Where:do arguments take plate between

spouse's in a visiting situation? f, you look carefully, you will find they =often'

take place at the door-of the ex- spouse's home.

parents deal with that i_

e of the ways in which we help

to tell them, "Jhst deliver the child; don't talk.

D9r0,t talk about the check, n't.talk aboutIpersonal.difficulties, don't

about what you forgot,. just talk, if you have to, about whit the child-ex-
..

perienced during the visit that is necessary to' h re.v Pee-dare helps

talk

to redUce some of the. conflict by helping the couple avoid communication at a.

time -and setting that is likely to be difficult .Reciprecity is a facto in

helping this couple differentiate between the roles of spouse and - parent. When-

periods of time at the Tequest'Of his ex-a father takes a child tor.lon

spouse, the - father has a right to expect-that there,is going to'be reciproci

from the mother.- We -have found that when reciprocity develops between ex-

spousea trust increases. As trust increases, fear of loss of the Children

decreases and powerlessne also%-begins td change. There is a new dtructure,

that begins to emerge.baspd on positive exchanges.

The issue of the visiting father's impact on his child.ts development

an area ith many unknowns. 14e don't know too much -abeut what in necessary
4

in

a visiting relationship to have impact, and what I'm toing to say reflects my

thinking and experience, rather than anything that is strongly:-established in

,data. It's reasonable for visiting fathers to assume that-their-impact cin their

children's development will bear Some proportion to the amount of time they spend

with their children. And this becomes an area of concern, when that time is

limited to every other weekend, as it is for many fathers. How is that-time ,

used? I spoke with visiting fathers of young children, ages four to eight. One
4,

-typical patte 'for the visiting time to be extremely intense. I asked the

fathers about :Spending time alone and spending time with other people, having
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'the. children play by themselves, etc Visiting fathers

-peoPle within that visitation time,-so '- a period

s not a time for just being together. It

rarely

Of,high'in

are doing wits their thildren,v a lot of doing. Their hous

child care so they often go out. Theytake

ihey Eake-the_ to restaurants. 'There inn

them to reereationa

t much.loo_e time whep

fathers just. hang out together. 1. don't know what impact this p

child development. 'We'll have to see ove time what that does.

wive other

nsity.

me when fathere

s fo

facilities.

kids- and

teeth has on

Thereare other . patterns that occur:with-increases in the visiting t

Th more time fathers spend with-children,.the-more their role changee4to include

many other fUnCtipns. When you look at visiting fathers who spend ast least'

day a week with the child, you find a broader range of was of spending time:

just being around the house, helping with housgwork,-"gaing ahhpping, vislts,to

childserving inqtitutions .such as -medical gre' and dental ..care,

intime together seems to allow for a relaxation of

that characterizes ihe every-other-weekend visiting _

The increase

high-int nsity pattern

-The final major- isshe 'for viaiting fathers- is role ambiguity.

this in te of a concept l've need akIled:'!parental consciousness."

cept aids in understanding what is necessary for impact in the role.

part pf parental con.sciousness is accessibility. How accessible are

and father to each Other? Men are usually not socialized to be

hink abhut

This con-
.

The first

he child.

accessible to

their. .children. The most imphrtant time requirement for en is defined as work

when they4don't have to interact with children o -other family members. So

when fathersthegin to become acCessibleto child at Work thro igh the-teler

phone- are able totake:offwork timet_ bewith'thei chlildren a-major change',
4

has occurred. For the misiting fathers -in my study, the

consciousness was accessibility.

or change in parental

A second' aspect of parental consciousness is availability. -Patent hg

not just being accessible. It also means being able to spend time and to elk,:



4.

and do_ things toge er. -AVaildbility m ih. being able to focts on the inter-

action between father and childi The -tore :time fathers spend with children;-_

the more - available they are for -.interaction.-7, The last aspect of ?parental,

sciousness is reaponsfiVeness. Parenting 'requires not only being Available.

for ihteraction with children,
. it- also means being 'able to know the child. a

...
,

anticipate the chiles needs .in 'a deeppr Responsiveness is also,affected
'-' _

lby time I find. that_ when fathers spend mare tine with- their children: they're

, _able to exhibit this reip'nesive behavior more frequently than men ha Visit

The last ',and concluding .remark that even for .those fa

with :their children the least amount, that is, visiting every' other

weekend, the relationship with their children is very .meaningful to them.

describe that relationship as being iarLexperience that! opened their hearts. and`

their feelings towards anatherhuman to 'their child.' And as for.
-

to that place; they 7 describe the process as one of growth. -So the v4itireg.,

an also be very, good forelationship is - not good only for, childteh;

father - parent.



THE FAMILY FORUM:
OF. THERAPY FOR FAMILIES DIVORCE.

From the point of vie Of family therapy, a-couple with children are, a

family to one another even after OVoice. Ag-long as neither parent has died--

deserted, both parents continue to have a family relationship-after divorce

becauSe each has a critical relationship` with ame children and be6anse,

nature of'the arentlationepost-dive7d reehtp between thep profoundly

affects the life of these children. If the relationship between divorced

parents is- constructive then it helps their children to live and\.grow well

destructive then it impedes the development and -e l-being of the

divorcing. or divorced coUples' I made he ass

tion'rhat many cif the principles and methods of family and-couple therapy would

be applicable to "divorce therapy.' _While this assumption is true, there are

few family situations .where dysfunctional behavior is-as

Igent winAivot ed Couples.

practice people. are not referred for ''divorce therapy." They may come

because achild is symptomatic during or after divord'e. Often, they come he-
,-

celiac the divercing or divorcedcouple wants advice about how to meet the needs

of their Children. Sometimes they come becanse the couple would like to use

herapi t help them settle differences abblIt7 custody'an& divorce. What-,

mystifying, and intrans-

ever they oome.fo- frequently:offer them something- 'which I think of as

divorce therapy '(although I will rarely use that tetm in .talking with cllen



could like' Wake you,what-t

though X:.06ie bad some

, .

I ath not satisfied. here re still too many problems I do not.under
_ -

a
. A

and too many sitUtions-whieh I do not .know .how to handle humanely. and
-- .-- 5=

_

voice therapy looks like.

r titifying 'results

ciently.

Once it appears to me that a family could.benefitIrOuLdiVonpe the

suggest that the splitting or split'coup e work together .in:what I call

"family forum." Such a forum meets on a .regular basis. Ttle frequency and the

length of the meetings depend on the.needs Of the tuation.. In acutely dis

organized and distressed Situations, there may be weakly forum meetings each

lasting 21/2 hours. When there is-tuner-order and co `operation and when only

minor issues are at stake, the tbrum-might meet nly.oncela year.

Whatever the ircumstances when a couple or ex-eouple.contracts to use

this forum they agree that the fntn will be heaVily controlled by the there-

pist. While everyone's opinion is sought _ every major issue, the-couple

agree that the therapist will decide the frequency, the time, and the length

every meeting, the order edagenda items, the rules that govern forum dis-

cussions ant which faMily members are present for each phase of each forum

meeting. The couple is informed that the:therapist has no legal authority over

the condu4 of the family outside the forum, but that the therap st!s recommence

.dations should be taken seriously if the forum is to work.

In preparation' for the firpt forum meeting the.divorcing or d vdtoed

'parents are seen separately land the contract is. affirmed. (Any, new spouse

is usually invited to ehat'preparatory meeting.) In the first forum meeting.

itself only the divorced (or diVorcing) parents come. I begin by stating my

conviction that the forum can-he effective only if it is experienced as a safe

place and that this sense of safety derives from adherence to the contract,

especially to co-operation withthe forum discussion rules. I outline these
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PeoPle-shall protect each o het s,phypical safety; thus
no:violence..

No.ode Willbe forced to,anwer any. questions. If anyone
refuses. Answer-a question, he/she will not be e=_

quired tgive 'the reason for the refusal.

The only person who has the'tight-to intetrupt'is the
therapist.', The therapist is likely to interrupt if
the speaker .is saying anything which the therapist
believes will impair the constructive'atmosphere of
the meeting, Therefore, the therapist-may well
interrupt when a"family member. monopolizes the floor,.
talks of the aubject,`asssses blame, speAks for
others or attributes destructive intentions-and.seb-
timents to others.

le thesd rules may appear extremely restrictive they,are often net-

the -family Is to have an.experience other than a few more rounds of
.

eattack-and defendg--e which has been hurting and haMpering them. Even.

:-1 Ithese rules in force the -past injuries .the couple has Inflicted, on one

have often been so nainfut.that the' _rofthe-fir-t meptineib thick

-wIth\anxiatyi a.massively conditioned

aused irtjury

6 than one operrmeeting I have had to guide the couple through

response to the. presence of an'individual

formal desensitization in order to diminish their anxiety to the point where.

they,Aid not feel overwhelmed and paralyzed by it. This desensitizati n is some=

done systematically by helping people to become relaxed'and'then by

ping themto maintain that state of relaxation as they become increasingly

.awArd!o
.f the individual in the room who tends to their anxiety

Anothet:device- which serves to diminish conditioned anxiety is to have-them

digcus -eytral or, pleasant subjects. Often each knows little abdut the

struggles and successes which do not affect the other. Finally role reversing

may help' them t experience the more hu -n, less terrifying side of one anothe-
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It may. take more than one meeting for,the forum to-feel safe.

that state is achieved, other-people can be invited to it. and - issues

increasing heat and delicacy can be taken up In a constructive manner.

disctissions break downs all manners of therapeutic_ devices may be-necessary

to get them back on track. Even when talks'
\
go well, the therapist Must

When

remember that the family members are'still in.thegrips-of the habits:or.

systems that led them to need this therapy. qhereffte even when a new path

has been successfully negotiated efforts must be Made to. 'ensure compliance.

For example, the therapist wish to show each family member the way in

which the Solution reflects his/her deepest valueb.

Seven years and.twenty families' later I am glad to report that all the

families still'are working with me. I see only rarely the cases WhiCh were

easy from the start. In abOut half of the harder cases there are now only

occasional meetings, the divoreed parents having found a way to create a forum

withOutme. I struggle on with the rest of the:hard-ones. While I amsaatis-

-fled with:much of the method and its results, I am nott all pleased with-

some aspects of the forum approach'' For one thing these amilies are erisis70

prone and I have:Yet to discover a way to be responsive to dangerdus emergent

cies without being subject between meetings to an endless flood of phone calls

about matters which only feel urgent.

To preserve=my own sanity I often restrict all communications with Me to

the forum meeting. the_familV may write-me or call my assistant if they feel

the need to convey information between meetings. In.Ihis way I can be aware of

the occasional matters which May. require Action between meetings.

e of the most gratifying aspects of divorce therapy is its impact on the

ehildrem Before the children become part of the forum meetings I generally

meet alone with them. Moat often I see the_ both separately and as a sibling

group. I explain to them the contract and the forum meeting rules an_give
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theist .an opportunity to tell me anything they wish. I let know that 1.

. ,

would like to be able to- share what I learn from them with their parents and

v.-

1 else:say that I do honor requests for confidentiality.

When they attend their-first_forum meeting with their parents they are

usually conspicuously relieveclat the atmosphere -of civility and safety which

pervades the room. They find themselves able to speak more freely than they

imagined they would and sometimes- contribute creatively o the-problem-solVing

efforts of the family.

.The'least gratifying aspects of this work arise 'from:factors which make

any kind of family therapy difficult. A family with deeplyentrenched disabling

patterns populated by b.6rderline,- impulsive, and narcissistic individuals'is

,no easier to work with after, divorce!than when a family is intact In fact,

it may be hardhr after divorce. After, divorce', pe ple'are more likely_to say

or -do anything to maintain self-esteem no matter how problematic thatbehavior

maybe for the -res the family. Another problem in divorce therapy is the

rekindling, of warm feelings between the divorced parents. If neither is re-.

married Their co-operation occasionally tempts-..them to try intimacy again. The

attempts are rare, brief and abortive, but nonetheless quite painful. If they

are remarried ca-operation between divorced parents can be threatening to new

spouses and may cause stress in the step-families, For that reason it is impor-

tant to give,new,spousea as much access tc the- .forum as possible.

Through the family forum most divorced couples come to act as though they

had joint cUstody, whether they do not. I believe that parents who do have

joint custody should haVe some such forum aVaiIable to them for problems in their

co-parenting. As with many other situations in the mental health field, those

who need the least gain the most. Compared with other =divorced parents, those

with joint custody least need divorce therapy but tend to profi om it more

richly, painlessly, and efficiently.



JOINT CUSTODY

Harry Kgshet

The development of_ joint custody is a h star cal process. Let me briefly

sumda ize some of the social end ppli ical changes that have led to joint

tody. In our early history, American fathers always received custody

children; because bonliad legal. rights to the* offspring This began

changer about 1856 with the. tender years!' doctrine which-came to us from !nt-

lana. The mother's rights to her children became recognized; mothers were seen

as being particaarly importanC in-the lives .of young children. At the turn of

.

the 20th- century, the father as visiting parent and mother as custodial pa ent.

in'the poliEicai andbecame prevalent. This change as related to Changes

economic structure of the country. It reflected new ideas and theories about
st. 9

psychology, child Aevelop ent, and parenting. What we see , currently, is a new

-development tewards another kind of systam or'at least another option, called

joint custody, where bothparbnts are seen as contributors to the rearing of

. their children after divorce. In abOut twenty states, joint custody is a legal

category% Presently in Massachusetts,.a judge may grant joint custody; but it

is not p category of custody that has been created-by laW.

What is roint custody? The main feature of joint custody is joint decis

making., This means that both parents have the tight and responsiWility tö con-

tinue to parent by aking,decisions.about their child. These decisions, usually

fall in three areas. The first, is education; both parents participate in making
,

.decisions about how andwhero the child is educated. The second area

madicali: both parents'have the right and responsibility for making medical and



dental decision that affeCt the child The third area has to dedl With what

kind dfreligious traini- he child will -receive.

backbone.ofjoint custody.

`These'decisional areas are

The notion of .rights and yesponaibilities is a major change film sole cus1

'eddy.. In joint custody

to make decisions about

both"perents.maintain-the -right end,the responsibility

their children after divorce. By. contrast, when you':

get divorced and_a e not a custodial parent you lose that ,right It is the

court that decides who has the right to rear and make parental decisions. The

sharing of power under joint custody raises eyebrows. Ho
.

about how their -children shall begetting.divorced really make_ int decisio

can. people who are

reised?,'What kind otiafer-mat on do they need? What happens if they disagree?

HoW do they resolve conflicts? We'll look at some of these issues shortly.

The, second aspect cf joint custody is where the children shall reside.

they lie with both parentshalf the time? .Do they visit?

.'

the San eighb ood? There isn't any set-rule for answering these _ues-

they have to live'

6

.point custody situations with parents .who liVe in

1- ,

who liveecross the country. Where chil-

-importaht as the decision-making aspect ointpvstody.

of My, remarks on those situations where Joint:custody is

custody. hare=d' custody means 'that each of. the ex-Spods--

reponsible

have, to be ha

ring the 'child, approxiMately half the e. It doesn't

Yod can be responsible for your child every other week-

sample had tvio''kinds

actual sharing of physical custody on

of joint - custody that I studied, Fache our

:nations. They were rePPOnsible for= their childrMa,:.-

eek (that's two or three days a week), usually over.the week-

eek.' 'In the latter case, the child

one week. and with the mother the next. Under either.-

fdi !half the time each Was a singi
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lama and benefits that -sihgiitparenting entails.- -The other half the

.the parent Was. without children totally. Some people think that j int-chs
1

,and this kind of shared parenting re olvis the inequities of sole custody. ?Yet

this form. of, joint:custody can-be difficult for parents. -They have to go

ody.,

thrlugh many and "frequent transition when -hildteh are; with the and when

also hard for the children. In the beginninktbere are

major adjustmehta for the hole family. For e$ample,Xhi chlld who is about to

go to the father's house may be:upset and act out for half an hour before leaving

themother'a home. The mother may get upset because the child is getting upset,

she Mak-alsp'be- trying tO,:get the-childls things ready-for theJather. Wheh
,

father comes, be may' be upset,beCauee he's getting ready to take the-Child.

may _take two or three hours before everything settles down. Any of these,

transitions can be difficult: being with. one parent or being with the .other
,e.

'parenti.being without a child or being with a child..

How joint custody with shared_phyaital custody can -work effectively Was

One of the major interests of my research. One' of the tolling characteristics

of.the group of men who had this form of joint cudtody was that they were able

to do what the visiting fatheri were not able to do: separate the roles of

parent and spouse. They were able to do this, in a number of ways. One_was to

developi visiting schedule where they

h their ex- spouse. Tbey pieked'the child up a- cfidol rather than at th._They

did not have much,face,to-face contact

home. They, returned the child to the-home, but that was usUally the only face-
.-

-face contact they had with the ix-sponse. These fathern did not contact or

fidid not talk frequently to their former spouse about non-parenting issues:

This is a,,very signifidant way of separating out the tw6irole. They didn't

talk frequently about' careers or work. They. didn't talk frequently about what

happened In their former marriage. This enabled them to Separate out sighifi-

cant areas of the role of spouse, and thereby reduce potential conflict.' The

other way of eking this custody work well.vne that they t;ad'what I call a



"living document for divorde, _ t Provides for. stru red fleiibility."

the case of the custody situation, thd divorcedocuMent specifies,

what is t be'- expected ofeach parent in highly. etailedterms. This spealf-,

icity is needed particularly in the.beginning .separation. For.example,

the doeument- may state that the fatfie Ill have the child between Thursday .and-'

Sunday evenings.- if the child is going to be late on Sunday evening, the

father will call the .child's mother. The do umen pecifies where the chit

-Aren will'oapend holidays and vacations. The agreement.also has a mechanism

fOrdealing with conflicts and changes. When something in the agreement has to

be changed

go

where decisional conflicts Occur, the parents -agree that they

to a person or institution for mediation of their _differences. Thi

tant. It means that parents don't have to go-to court every timeimpo

have

be set

disagreement. ,:. This

ruCtUtally.. A

_
building ia:thange. leada to conflict and cannot help the family

proVision allows for,post-divorce

static document that doesn't hav

they

changes

or

pOat-

cts w&re

ly using

divorce crises effectively'. in our experience, co7parenting'cO

Most fr

;the mad

need to

quent in the first'years.followini a divorce. After suCcee

very

provision, ex-spauses.made their own deersiOna and:they, didn't

structure that helps parents getse mediation so 'frquently. Tt's

through the most

they do need it, it's still there to be used.

way of reducing OPfliCt is through the use of the telephone as

opposed to face-to-face contact': 'I'Ve had men say:to me, wouldrreally

difficult periods of faMilytransition. Later'they don't need

rather mywife hang Up

better,

on tic. than slam the-door-in my face. It-just feels,

"If I don't want her hassling me any more when, she. really starts

using the language that I can't stand, h g.Up and it's wonderful. I don't,

have to deal with her any more around. that-

;,.

tension ia.reduced.'

ssue. _Then we call back and-the

Another_effective use of the

Sdme of the joint custody parents,in our studyagr

elephdne is:the call hour.

for example, that on
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TueSdays at 2:00 in the afternoon when both of them had a break, if they had

a parenting issue they -would call the other parent Both parents agreed to

make themselves available, and they wou14 not say, "I don't want to talk to

you." Fathers using this mechanism reported talking mostly about the kids.

This seemed to keep information and support flowing in a limited way between

households. It is important to note that simultaneously over the years, the

two parents developed separate single parent support networks. This meant

that they did not have to go to each other for short-term babysitting, or minor

advice. It was only when they couldn't find someone give needed assistance

foy parenting needs that they would go to the other parent.

What do we do as counselors, as teachers, and as lawyers in working with

joint custody situations? How can we start doing something that supports these

families? First, I think'it is important to understand that children do better

when there is cooperation between parents. We need to let go of some of our

biases that say that a multi-household situation is going to be detrimental.

I think we have to-look at each situation and make sure that, it is not going to

be detrimental, rather than assume that it's going to he detrimental to begin

with. Secondly, the role of mediator is an essential new role for many pro-

fessions. It implies being. -able to work with the post - divorce family, to

stand that the family unit changes, and that there will be stuck poinrs along

the way. Lastly, the schools are critical arenas for supporting both parents

by giving them nformation about their children, by letting them know what's

happening in the school, by inviting them to conferences, by learning todeal

with some of ehe difficulties with parents who are divorced, and eventualij by

saying, "I can do it, I can work with these parents, even though there is some

_oonflict.'P These changes in the thinking of prOfessionals require a review of

Pe onal biases and attitudes. They also suggest that we should re- examine some

of the institutional structures that limit the optiOns for post-div custody

-ements and that may not be appropriate for many divorcing ,Parents.



THE MINIFAMILY IN THE STEPFAMILY

Jamie Kelem Keshet

Remarriage is supposedto be the happy ending to the difficulties following

divorce. Unfortunately, it's not always happy. Just as many second marriages

as first marriages end in divorce 44% in the first five y.dars re-

marriage is not the end of uncertainty and transition.

Neither reconstitution nor blending seem to me apt metaphors for the- step-

family. The analogy which seems most suitable to me is playdough. My little

boy gets new playdough in four distinct and bright colors. He doesn't usually

mush them all up right away. At first, the green gets some orange around the

edgee; the yellow has a lump of green in it. The next time he plays, the

marbled effect goes further into the center of the lump of playdough, and the

part that is only one color gets smaller. and smaller- After much loving play

and handling, the playdough is orie big lump of many colors, mixed together

so thoroughly that it would be impossible t- them out, and yet you can still

see the different colors clearly. This is what a stepfamily looks like to me.
04

My goal for a stepfamily is not to create a new nuclear family. It is

work with the stepfamily members to create a new family form which works

for them. This is very important. There is no model for a happy stepfamily.

It is up to us to learn from the people who are getting remarried and from their

children what kind of family syStem can be functional and give people both space

and intimacy, autonomy and security.

I am going to focus on one aspect of he ptepfamilyktoday: that step-
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familiesare composed primarily not of individuals but of subsystems or mini-

familieS; The minifamilies, th%mselves, have been discussed by thd previous

speakers. The single parent family is a minifamily; it is difinitely a family

,

and -y its members are 'aware (at least in the beginning) of its smallness

the fact that it,has been reduced from a ndclear family. The minifamilies

which can comprise the stepfamily are: the-single parent family, the visiting

p2rent family, and the newly married couple .(this is the one unit which has not

been discussed here). The fOrmerly married, couples also fUnction as subsystems

of the stepfamily system. We don't usually think of/one's former wife or hi's-

band as a member of the rebarriage, but their input ,is very important and their

presence is felt strongly.

We have heard from'-ether speakers here today that each of theseUnits or

minifamilies goes through a complex process following a divorce. The median

time between figt and second marriages is three years, so half the remarriages

take place when these Minifamily units have had Three years or more-to solidify

intotnew patterns. And of the remaining half most have had more than a year

do so. This is where the lumps of playdough get some of heir coloring. The

new minifamilies acquire their own ways of doing things, and their distinct

identities. At the time of remarriage, the new stepfamily household does not

consist merely of a collection of adults and children ready to form a new

family; it is comprised of several distinct subsystems with histories and loy-

alties of their own. This is exactly what makes the stepfamily different from

a nuclear family and more challenging to work with.

Identifying the members of the minifamily continues after the remarriage

in obvious and subtle ways. Last name is an important way this is done. In

fact, many remarrying mothers do not change their last names to that of their

second h band, but retain the 14 t name,oftheir first marriage because they

want to have the last name as their children. Minifamily members also
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share a history, a host of memories which others in the household do not' share

and a history which has shaped their tastes and habits. For example, a woman

who had spent a year in Mexico with her first husband and children learned to

cook many Mexican dishs which she and her children enjoyed. When she cooked

these meals in her second marriage, her new husband tolerated them and his

children ate peanut butter sandwiches which they made themselves. The member-

ship of the former single parent unit was clearly delineated by looking at the

plates on the dinner table. (This is a good example because many of the con-

stepfamilies center around food, eating habits and table manners.)

Boundaries are the invisible (and sometimes visible) lines which separate

people from each other and which separate subsystem ily from each

other. People on one side of a boundary have access to information, nurt

ance, or behaviors that people on the other side don't. Boundaries Maintain

distances. For example, ten-year-old "John" has always been called "J.J." by

ur-

his immediate family. One day his stepmother affectionately called him "J.J."

and he angrily replied "You call me John." He was both defining,her as not a

family member and keeping up a strong boundary between them. Here is a differ-

ent example of a child of the same age who broke through a boundhry7 The

children in the minifamily headed by "Marge" 'had special Christmas stockings

which had been knit by their grandmother. When "Joshua" was going to spend his

first Christmas with his father and Marge in their new home, Marge offered to

knit him a stocking like those her children had. Although Joshua had not

celebrated Christmas before since his mother was Jewish and he was too old to

believe in Santa Claus, he accepted Marge's offer and proudly hung his stocking

beside those of his stepslster and brother. Marge, in this case, was offering

Joshua a sign of membership in her minifamily and he was accepting. Both of

them were crossing theiboundary between them. Interactions.such as these,

which may seem like minor parts of life between people in stepfamilies, are
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steeped with meaning. That's an important ,poin when working with stepfamilies;

when Pangs that seem trivial become major it is because they mean "I belong"

or "I am accepted" or "my child, is not adcepted." Membership and its defini-

tion through minifaMily boundaries is a key issue which is not completely re-

solved for years.

The minifamily oan also:retain their integrity through loyalty and sill-

slices. Patty Green, Janet Green, and. Linda Jackson (stepsisters), are deciding

where the family will go for ice.cream. Patty is strongly in favor of Friendly

her stepsister Linda insistp on Brigham'_ Janet really doesn't care;, she wants

a ,coke and french fries, but she knows there'll be a big price to pay later on.

if she doesn't support her sister. This is loyalty to the minifamily. In their

play,'Linda often feels that Patty and Janet form an alliance a ainst her. It

is not because they dislike her. They are honoring the bond which they have

had for six years, whereas they have lived with Linda for only six months.

I've given some brief informtion about --mb6rship in minifamilies, mini=

family boundaries and minifamily loyalties. Let's see how these conceptS help,

us to understand lUe in the stepfamily. Let's take the examples of the two

stepsons, John and Joshua.' -These boys are about the same age, spend similar

amounts of time in the stepfamily home and have known their stepmothers for

about the same amount of time, Why the difference in behavior? Without

looking at the minifamily structures we might say John is closed, cold, inflex-

.ible, rigid and Joshua is warm, friendly and open to new experiences. Or we

might say that John's stepmother is pushy, callous, intrusive and Joshua's

stepmother is giving, generous, and loving. It's very easy for stepfamily memo

hers and professionals, alike, to make these judgments. Yet we don't knew

enough about the subsystems. boe)ohn feel disloyal to his-biological mother

the first one c.o call him " if he lets his stepmother use this term? Is

he trying to hold onto 7oM the special things he remembers from.the time
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his parents were married? We don't know. And the same for Joshua. Is he

breaking a le of his mother's minifamily by celebrating Christmas?, Will

hiA behavior lead to a fight between his parents and a court order that

Joshua spend all future December vacations with his mother only? Again, we
4

don't know,

One of the difficulties in stepfamilies is that most people in the family

belong to more than one minifamily. So loyalty, to one minifamily, maybe

problematic for the other when there is a conflict. A parent who is a member

of two minifamilies is often caught in this kind of conflict. In fact, although

a lot of attention has been given to the difficult role of the stepparent, I

find that. the role of the biological pat4nt living with a stepparent is just

as difficult.

Let's look at our friend Joshua when he's with his mom, Sarah', and tier new

husband,. Ed, who is childless. On the weekends when Joshua, is with is Dad,

Sarah and Ed halve the freedom from child- care to put a lot of energy into their

new marriage. They frequently stay out late, go away for weekends on the spur

of the moment, and stay in bed till noon on Sundays, a real treat'for Sarah after

ten years of motherhood and a nice but expectedlifestyle for Ed who has been

a bachelor. Prior to Sarah's meeting Ed, she had spent three years as a working,

single mother, feeling guilty both about -her son's "broken home" and about her

fulltime job which kept him away Irom her. On those weekends when Joshua stayed

with her, she treated him royally. She did a minimum of chores, took Joshua

to special places or stayed home and played with him, helped him do models, and

entertained his frjends. She let him miss his regular bedtime and stay up,

sitting ton her bed watching TV till 10 or 11 on the weekend nights. In fact,

Sarah's behavior is,quireconsisten she values intense and intimate relation-

ships and has the capacity and energy to make that kind of 'relationship work

whether it's with her son or her husband. But what happens now on those week-
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ends when Joshua is with and so is her husband Ed. There_ is sure to be

a fight. It may go something like this: Joshua asks if he can stay'up to

-watch a World War II movie'6 h won't be over until 10:30. Sarah says yes,

of course. Ed says angrily that she is spoiling the boy and acts huffy to

Joshua for the rest of the day. He complains that Sarah doesn't care about

him anymore. Joshua privately tells his mother that his stepfather is teo

strict. On the individual level we might see an over - indulgent mother, a

strict stepfather or a childish husband, and a child who is manipulative and-

spoiled.

What is happening on the minifamily level? Joshua is trying to'maintain

patterns of behavior which he and his mother shared.in their minifamily before

her remarriage. Although staying up late to watch TV by himself in the living

room is different from watching with his mom in her room (now off limits much
1

of the time since it's also Ed's room) is a modification of a familiar and

happy family ritual. Sarah, as a member of this same minifamily, honors his

continuation of the ritual although she may no longer join him. She can't,

understand why Ed, usually so liberal and open, is so strict about-bedtimes.

Ed's loyalty, on the other hand, is to the couple relationship, the only

minifamily In which he is a member. He, too, is attempting to continue and

honor a ritual of his subsystem, the ritual of cozy, grown-up time on weekend

evenings. Ed's wanting Joshua to go to bed on time is not because he cares about

bedtimes; it is his way of maintaining the boundary of the couple system. His

disagreement with Sarah is not really about Joshua; he can't understand why his

wife, who has taught him so much about intimacy, is abandoning the marital sub-

system. Does her switch in loyalties when Joshua is present- negate her in-

tense involvement when her son is not there?

When Sarah and Ed argue about Joshua, she is arguing from her member-,

ship in the parent-child minifamily and Ed from the couple minifamily. He

44
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ddes no Ilave membership in the minifamily' with Joshua and does not have the

power "tb 4eteMine Joshua's rules. Therefore, the argument cannot be resolved

on the?fevel of what time Mould the boy go to be44 Ed's real concerns about

the Maill al minifamily '(How much time ,do we have together?) are not being
A

addressa0.by,Satah, because she is arguing as Joshues mother. As long as they

remain in these two different subsystems, their argument will go on long

beyond the time that Joshua turns off the TV and goes to sleep.

A .fight such as this one can escalate into serious marital problems or in-

to prohlehs which involve Joshua and even Joshua's father. What is necessary

to resolve these issues? How can we use the structure of the minifamilies in

this case?

First 'of all, Sarah and Ed must learn to address each other as partners

in the marital minifamily. The issue for this subsystem is commitment. Ed is

questioning Sarah's commitment because of her behavior towards Joshua and her

reluctance to set up boundaries around the'couple subsystem. If Sarah can, as

Ed's wife, ,eXpress her coreunitment, she may then be able to share with him her

feelings that _arise within the parent-child subsystem which interfere with her

intimacy with Ed. He is more likely to listen to his wife telling him-she has

a need to vhry the routine on the weekends that Joshua is there, than he is

t to listen to Joshua's mother feeling sorry for her son. With better communica-

tion, Sarah and Ed can probably compromise about the boundary for the couple

system. Then,--Sarah be able to enforce an agreed upon bedtime for Joshua.

Within the narent-child subsystem, the issues are separation of mother and

child and willingness to change the subsystem. Josh and his mother need to .

work out some new p sterns of connecting with etch other which continue to ex-

press their caring, ut which also allow each of them more autonomy -- Sarah

for her relationship w _ Ed, and Joshua for friends his own age. Ed's en-

trance into the fatal- fact, pushes the mother and.son to differentiate.
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This is an important function he serves as a stepfather. .From his position

outside the parent-child mini amity, he helps that minifamily to develop

positively by being a catalyst of change. In this case, the change will aid

*both subsystems, (i.e., a boundary which excludes Joshua and is developmentally

appropriate for his age). Thelate- night TV can then become an activity which

occasionally all three family members sha-e one Josh' sometimes does alone in

his room, as a privilege which comes with his increased age; or even sometimes

as an activity which-Sarah and Josh share. It is important for Sarah td be

able to tell Ed, "I want this time with Joshua." Otherwise he imagines her at

Joshua's beck and call. It is also important for her to tell Joshua, "Take the

TV to your room and get ready for bed before -you watch, because I want to, spend

some time with Ed." Then Joshua doesn't -gine that his stepfather is stealing

his mother away. When Sarah can become clearer with both her son and her hus-

band, they will be freer to _break down the boundaries between them and become

friends.

It is very'easy for stepchildren, stepparents, or ex-spouses to be the

source of endless arguments, most of them unresolved, which cover up the real

issues concerning family members. Once the argument is no longer about Joshua,

for example, Sarah and Ed may find that they are actually having a fight about

intimacy, sex, or space from each other. Those are important fights for their

_development as a couple. Often the fight about stepchildren postpones the

decision about the couple having children of their own. Similarly, a discussion

between Sarah and Joshua about whether or not Ed is too strict does not resolve

their issues about time together and apart from each other.

I would like, to say just a little bit about the subsystem of the childless

adult, like Ed, who becomes a stepparent. He or she usually brings his or her

.

own expectations and sometimes hidden agendas to the new role. Women seem to

measure their stepparenting perfor ace by how quickly and thoroughly they can
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love, nurture and care for their stepchildren Men expect themselves to pro-

vide discipline, guidance and strength for their stepsons and daughters.

Although the biological parent may actually want the new spouse to provide

some of these traditional behaviors of the opposite sex, the children are

not usually open to the immediate acceptance of a new adult in any role. For

example, a mother of two teenage boys, may want her new husband to provide

discipline for her sons, but-the boys themselves will resist his authority.

It usually works out better if her husband's initial assistance lies in giving

feedback and support to his wife in her disciplining of the children. If his

help enables the parent-child subsystem to function better, it will ac ly

be easier for the children to accept him. The first step in working with step-

families is not, as so many remarried couples assume, to break down the boun-

daries and create one big, happy family. It is more often to smooth the

functioning of particular minifamilids who are having difficulties, and then to

create new alliances across old boundary lines.

.In summary, d rstandinvof, the stepfamily which emphasizes the impor-

tance of the subsystems or minifamilies is helpful to professionals in working

with stepfamilies.' First of all, it-provtdes a clear reason why stepfamilies

are not the same as nuclear families and do not become the same as nuclear

families. The strength of the minifamilies requires changing boundaries and

family memberships over a long period of time and slowly. Looking at the mini=
.

family level can explain behavior which is otherwjse considered strange or

negative (such as "you call Me John"). The conflict of. a parent or child who

is a member of two conflicting subsystems can be understood when we recognize

the strength of the,minifamily units and the importance of belonging to each of

them Moreover, the sense of abandonment and exclusion felt by childless step-

parents can be seen not as immature or insecure behavior, but as the feeling
,

that comes from being in only one subsystem. An analysis based on subsystems
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,provides guidelines for diagnosing,the complex difficulties which stepfdmilles

present. It'provid a Check on the functioning of each of the subsystems and

then on the functioning of the system as a whole. A minifamily with unresolved

ucs from the past or in-the present can, stand in the way of the well-being

of the entire stepfamily. For this reason, it is sometimes important to treat

subsystem difficulties before treating the entirestep amily. Understanding

the clear distinctions between subsystems is'also 1 in teach stepfamily'

members how to negotiate the differences between subsystems and h to work out

ways of sharing resources. I must also stress the importance of thecouple

Subsystem. This is the unit which has initiated the formation _ this complex

new system. It is also the newest and most fragile unit of all. Therefote

the couple need time and spaceto strengthen their relationsh p,

A stepfamily, pqtticularly one in which there are no ne children born to

the couple, is a new family form. Instead of a couple raisi g their common

children, we have a couple raising children who have been born to one of the

par.ents,'but with other partners. Yet,.no.one wpuld deny that they comprise

a family. To create a stepfamily that works, requires a sensitivity to the past,

i willingness of family members to recognize each other as they are, and a

willingness to experience the caring and love which human beings are capable of

giving to each other, regardless of their genetic 'ties.
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